DISCIPLINE BRINGS STABILITY AND STRUCTURE INTO A PERSON’S LIFE: SANJAY KUMAR

December 7, 2019

Secretary for Revenue, Information & Publicity Shri Sanjay Kumar, IAS has underscored the need for focus on discipline, physical strength and aim in life as the most important aspects to improve the quality of life.

Shri Kumar was speaking as the Chief Guest at the inauguration of the three day Patrol Leaders Camp organised by Goa Bharat Scouts and Guides, Tiswadi District at Our Lady of Rosary High School, Donapaula today.

Headmistress of the School Sr. Antonette Colaco was the Guest of Honour and Senior most teacher Mrs. Sybil Rodrigues was the special invitee.

Speaking on the occasion Shri Kumar asked the scouts and guides to focus on discipline as discipline brings stability and structure into a person’s life. The lessons of discipline that are inculcated in school, he said will help them achieve success in their future course of life. Similarly Physical activity and exercise can have immediate and long-term health benefits. Thirdly he said to achieve self-discipline one must have a clear aim, direction or a vision of what to accomplish. A clear plan outlines each step you must take in order to reach your goals.

Shri Kumar wished the students all the success in life.

Earlier the President of Tiswadi District Shri Manguerish Pai Raikar welcomed the gathering. Secretary Smt. Sunaina Shet briefed about three day time table of the camp. District Chief Commissioner Shri John Aguiar also spoke.

A memento was presented to the Chief Guest Shri Sanjay Kumar, IAS by DCC Shri John Aguiar on the occasion. DCC MOrgugao Shri Mukun Kambli, Guide Trainee Pamela Gracias, Treasurer of Tiswadi Shri Krishnath Chopdekar were also present.

Secretary Sunaina Shet proposed a vote of thanks while girl guide Ms. Tenecia Afonso compered the function. In all 244
students, Scout masters, Guide Captains attending the three day camp.